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Atmospheric Boundary Layer as a Laboratory for Modeling Infrasound Propagation

and Scattering in the Atmosphere

IGOR CHUNCHUZOV,1 SERGEY KULICHKOV,1 OLEG POPOV,1 VITALY PEREPELKIN,1 ARAM VARDANYAN,2 and

GAGIK AYVAZYAN
2

Abstract—In this work, we show that large-scale processes of

the long-range propagation and scattering of infrasound signals in

stratospheric and thermospheric waveguides are to some extent

similar to the smaller scale processes of waveguide propagation

and scattering of acoustic signals in stably stratified ABL. More-

over, we note a resemblance between the zeroth order tropospheric

mode and the Lamb mode that is observed for larger nuclear

explosions. The results of physical modeling of the long-range

propagation of infrasound signals in the atmosphere by studying the

propagation of the acoustic pulses from detonation sources in the

stably stratified atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) are presented.

Such modeling became possible due to continuous measurement of

the wind velocity and temperature profiles in the ABL by Doppler

sodar and temperature profiler, respectively. The resemblance

between the propagation of the infrasound signals from surface

explosions (20–70 t TNT) in the ‘‘shallow’’ tropospheric wave

guide and propagation of Lamb mode from nuclear explosions is

found. Also, the propagation of infrasound signals in the strato-

spheric wave guide is modeled by studying the propagation of

acoustic pulses in the ABL during morning hours (after sunrise),

when an effective sound speed profile in the ABL is similar to that

in the stratospheric wave guide. The instantaneous vertical profiles

of the effective sound speed and wind velocity fluctuations in the

thin layers of the stably stratified ABL located at different heights

(up to 700 m) above the ground and at different distances from the

source (up to 2.25 km) have been retrieved using the wave forms

and travel times of the recorded arrivals of the acoustic pulses from

the detonation sources. The effect of scattering of acoustic pulses

from the fine-scale layered structure of the stably stratified ABL is

studied to model the effect of scattering of infrasound signals from

the fine-scale layered structure of the stratosphere.

Keywords: fine-scale layered structure, scattering, detonation

generator.

1. Introduction

In recent decades, it has become clear that the

problem of infrasound monitoring of explosions

cannot be solved without taking into account the

influence of the atmospheric fine-scale layered wind

velocity and temperature structure on the parameters

of infrasonic signals such as propagation time, arrival

azimuths, wave form, amplitude and duration.

The large-scale (as compared to the characteristic

wave lengths of infrasound waves) wind and tem-

perature inhomogeneities cause variations in the

azimuth of infrasound propagation that lead to the

error in localization of infrasound sources. The lay-

ered inhomogeneities of smaller scales, which are

comparable to the wavelengths of infrasound waves,

significantly scatter infrasound field so that this field

penetrates to the zones of acoustic shadow and can be

detected experimentally.

The information on large-scale wind and tem-

perature fluctuations can be retrieved from ECMFW,

G2S, or similar data sources (Drob et al. 2013) with

some level of confidence (uncertainties are on the

order of 10–20 m/s on wind speeds). However, the

fluctuations of smaller scales are typically not inclu-

ded in such specifications.

At present, many works are devoted to the theo-

retical and experimental studies of the combined

effect of stratification of mean wind speed and tem-

perature, and their mesoscale fluctuations in the

stratosphere, mesosphere, and lower thermosphere,

on the long-range propagation and scattering of

infrasound waves (Gibson et al. 2009; Le Pichon

et al. 2010; Gainville et al. 2010; Drob et al. 2013;

Hedlin and Walker 2013; Chunchuzov et al. 2015a,b;
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Lalande and Waxler 2016; Green et al. 2018;

Damiens et al. 2018; Sabatini et al. 2019; Waxler and

Assink 2019).. In recent decades, intensive theoreti-

cal and experimental studies of the propagation of

acoustic pulses in near-surface waveguides formed in

a stably-stratified atmospheric boundary layer (ABL)

have also been carried out (Chunchuzov et al. 1990;

2010); (Waxler 2002; Waxler et al. 2008; Talmadge

et al. 2008; Blom and Waxler 2012). In addition to

the typical signal arrivals in the surface waveguides,

the experimental studies also revealed arrivals caused

by the signal scattering on the fine-scale layered

structure of a stably stratified ABL (Chunchuzov

et al. 2017, 2019). The effect of scattering of acoustic

pulses in the ABL had some resemblance to the

scattering of infrasound signals on a fine-scale lay-

ered structure in the stratosphere, since this effect

resulted in the appearance of signals in the zones of

acoustic shadow on the ground, predicted by the

geometric acoustics.

The aim of this paper is to show, on the basis of

the already known results of works mentioned above,

that large-scale processes of the long-range propa-

gation and scattering of infrasound signals in

stratospheric waveguides are to some extent similar

to the smaller scale processes of waveguiding prop-

agation and scattering of acoustic signals in stably

stratified ABL under formation of temperature

inversion elevated above ground. The possibility of

physical modeling of the long-range propagation of

infrasound signals in the stratospheric and thermo-

spheric wave guides was first justified in the works

(Kulichkov et al. 2007; Chunchuzov et al. 2019).

In Sect. 2 of this paper we obtain an analytical

solution that describes acoustic field from a point

pulsed source in the Epstein layer over rigid boundary

and study the evolution of the pulse waveform with

decreasing effective thickness of this layer. In Sect. 3

we analyze acoustic pulse propagation in the ‘‘shal-

low’’ tropospheric wave guide with small effective

thickness, and compare this process with the propa-

gation in the atmosphere of the so-called Lamb mode

generated by nuclear explosions. Contrary to the Sect.

3 we consider in Sect. 4 the case of ‘‘deep’’ wave

guide with large effective thickness. The results of

study of the propagation of acoustic pulses generated

by detonation sources in the stably stratified ABL

during morning hours (after sunrise) are presented.

The specific case when the effective sound speed

profile in the ABL resembles that in the stratospheric

wave guide is analyzed using ray tracing method. The

effect of scattering of acoustic pulses from a fine-

scale layered structure of the stably stratified ABL is

studied in Sect. 5. Its resemblance with the effect of

scattering of the infrasound signals from the fine-

scale layered structure of the upper atmosphere is

discussed.

2. Modeling Acoustic Pulse Propagation in the Wave

Guides

When modeling sound propagation in the atmo-

spheric wave guides we deal with the atmospheric

layers having vertical profiles of the effective sound

speed Ceff ðzÞ (sound speed plus wind velocity pro-

jection on the direction of wave propagation)

described by the same dimensionless function of the

normalized height z over ground (z = 0):

Ceff ðzÞ=Ceff ðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ Fðz=hÞ; ð1Þ

where h is the vertical scale of the inhomogeneous

atmospheric layer. The validity of the effective sound

speed approximation in moving media was discussed,

particularly, by Godin et al. (1993), Ostashev and

Wilson (2015). One example of moving inhomoge-

neous layer is so-called Epstein layer (Fig. 1) with

the following vertical profiles of wind speed

VðzÞ ¼ V0 � 1� cosh�2 z

2h

� �h i
; ð2Þ

and temperature

TðzÞ ¼ T0 � 1þ D � 1� cosh�2 z

2h

� �h in o
; ð3Þ

where V0 � Vðz ! 1Þ, T0 � Tðz ¼ 0Þ, and

D � Tðz ! 1Þ� T0j j=T0 \\ 1 is the relative verti-

cal jump in temperature within the layer. The

effective sound speed profile Ceff ðzÞ Ceff ðzÞ ¼ V~n~þ
c � V cosðuÞ þ c þ OðV2=c2Þ for the Epstein layer is

shown in Fig. 1, where c ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cRT

p
is the sound speed,

R is gas constant, c ¼ cp=cv is the ratio of heat

capacities of air at constant pressure and volume, n~ is

the normal to the wave front of acoustic wave, u is

the azimuth of the reception point with respect to the
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direction u = 0 of the wind velocity vector V~ (it was

assumed that the difference between directions of n~

and u is a small value of order Mach number

V=c\\1), and DCeff ¼ Ceff ðz ! 1Þ� Ceff

�� ðz ¼
0Þj is the vertical jump in Ceff ðzÞ within the layer.

If DCeff [ 0, then the Epstein layer serves as a

waveguide for acoustic waves. Moreover, it is pos-

sible to obtain an analytic solution of the Helmholtz

equation with the boundary conditions on the rigid

boundary and at the infinity to present acoustic field

at a distance r from a point pulsed source as a

superposition of acoustic wave modes pn, n = 0, 1,

2,…, the field of each of them has the form

pn �
2R0

r
~PðR0;xÞGnðx;u; z; z0Þ
�� ��� �

0
cos½nnr � xnt

þ p=2þ argGn þ arg ~P�0;
ð4Þ

where ~PðR0;xÞ is a frequency spectrum of the gen-

erated pulse wave form at short distance R0 from the

source, and Gnðx;u; z; z0Þ is the transfer function of

the wave guide. In the particular case, when the

source and receiver are in the vicinity of the rigid

ground surface (z ¼ z0 ¼ 0), both the amplitude and

phase terms in expression (4) for the wave field take

the following forms (Chunchuzov et al. 1990):

Gnðx;u; z ¼ 0; z0 ¼ 0Þj j0¼ 2 ~x�

x0
n

xn

� 1

� 	
1� 1� xn

x0
n

� 	2
" #�1=2

;
ð5Þ

½xnt � nnr�0 � UnðsÞ ¼ x0
n s� sm 1� xn

x0
n

� 	2
" #

;

ð6Þ

where ~x ¼ 2c0

e1=2
0

h
, xn ¼ c0

e1=2
0

h
ð2n þ 1=2Þ is the waveg-

uide eigenfrequency of the order n, c0 � Ceff ðz ¼ 0Þ,
e0 ¼ 2DCeff =Ceff ðz ¼ 0Þ is the relative jump in

effective sound speed (doubled), s ¼ t � r=c1 is the

running time measured from the moment t0 ¼ r=c1,

where Ceff ðz ! 1Þ � c1 ¼ ½cðzÞ þ VðzÞ cosðuÞ�z!1
is the effective sound speed in the azimuthal direction

u at z ! 1, and sm ¼ r
c0
� r

c1
� e0r

2c1
¼ e0t0

2
is the time

interval limiting the total duration of the signal

arriving at the receiving point at distance r from the

source,

x0
nðsÞ ¼ xn= 1� 2s

e0t0

� 	1=2

; ð7Þ

is the local mode frequency within interval

0� s� e0t0=2.
Let the emitted pulse of acoustic pressure in the

vicinity of its source be given in the form

p0ðR0; tÞ ¼ �Pm

t

s0
exp

1

2
1� t2

s20

� 	
 �
; ð8Þ

where Pm is maximum pressure at distance

R0 * c0s0, and s0 is the characteristic duration of the

Figure 1
Epstein layer. Vertical profiles of the normalized effective sound

speed Ceff (z) (top), wind speed V(z) and temperature T(z) (bottom)
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positive (or negative) phase of a bipolar pulse. Sub-

stitute the Fourier spectrum corresponding to this

pulse

~P0ðR0;xÞ ¼ ð2pÞ�1=2
e�ip=2 � Pm � xs20 � exp½ð1

� x2s20Þ=2�; ð9Þ

into expression (4) for the pulse field. Note that at

n[ [ 1 the waveguide eigenfrequencies are located

equidistantly, xn � ~x � n, with interval ~x between

neighboring modes. If this is taken into account, the

effective waveguide thickness at frequency xm ¼ s�1
0

corresponding to the maximum amplitude pulse

spectrum may be written in the form:

M0ðx ¼ xmÞ � Mm ¼ 2e1=20 xmh=c0 ¼ 4xm= ~x:

ð10Þ

The effective waveguide thickness (10) charac-

terizes the number of waveguide eigenfrequencies xn

that are within the frequency band of the spectrum (9)

(with bandwidth 4xm). With Eq. (10) taken into

account, the local mode frequencies may be written

as

x0
n � ~xn= 1� s

sm

� 	1=2

¼ 4xm

Mm

n= 1� xms
2pr=Li


 �1=2
;

ðn[ [ 1Þ;
ð11Þ

where

Li � 2p nn � nn0j j�1� 2p
2c1
e0xm

; ð12Þ

is the minimum spatial period of mode interference

(Brekhovskikh and Lysanov 2003, Sect. 6.7) at fre-

quency xm, which is inversely proportional to the

maximum difference between the wavenumbers

nn � nn0j j ¼ xm

c0
cos vn � cos vn0j j, where vn is the

maximum grazing angle of acoustic modes

(sin vn � e1=20 ), which corresponds to the maximum

vertical angle of the ray path trapped by the waveg-

uide, and vn0 is the minimum grazing angle of modes

(for the source on the ground surface vn0 � 0).

Substituting expressions (5), (6), (9)–(11) into (4),

and taking into account that xmsm ¼ xme0r=ð2c1Þ ¼
2pr=Li and ~xs0 ¼ 4xms0M�1

m ¼ 4M�1
m , one can find

that, for the given number n, the mode amplitude
~PðR0;x0

nÞGnðx0
n;u; z ¼ 0; z0 ¼ 0Þ

�� ��P�1
m normalized

to the initial-pulse amplitude Pm, and the phase of

mode (6) (arg ~P0 ¼ �p=2 and argGn ¼ 0) depend

only on the effective waveguide thickness Mm,

dimensionless time xms, and dimensionless distance

r=Li. Summation of modes leads to the fact that the

normalized pulse field (4) is also the function of

dimensionless variables Mm, xms, and r=Li:

p0ðr;u; z ¼ 0; tÞ � r

PmR0

¼ P Mm;
r

Li

;xms

� 	
: ð13Þ

The same conclusion is also valid for the expo-

nential layer also analyzed by Chunchuzov et al.

(1990). The exponential layer can be obtained from

Epstein layer by replacement cosh�2ð z
2h
Þ on expð� z

h
Þ

in formulas (2) and (3).

If the source and receiver are not on the ground

surface, the pulse field (13) will additionally depend

on dimensionless heights of the receiver and source, z
h

and z0
h
.

The solution (4)–(9) obtained by Chunchuzov

et al. (1990) is given here to show that the waveform

at a certain dimensionless distance from the source

[defined by dimensionless function (13)] depends

only on the effective waveguide thickness (10). In

other words, if different pulsed sources (for example,

explosions and detonation generators) generate

identical signals in their wave forms, but differing in

duration s0, then the waveforms (13) of their signals

at some dimensionless distance r=Li from the source

will be similar in waveguides with the same effective

thickness Mm ¼ 2e1=20 h=c0s0, although vertical scales

h and relative jumps in effective sound speed, e0 ¼
2DCeff =Ceff ðz ¼ 0Þ may be different.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of signal waveform

in the Epstein layer above the rigid boundary at a

distance of 4 km from the source (z0 ¼ z ¼ 0), when

the effective waveguide thickness Mm decreases from

15.78 to 3.95 (on the left). Particularly, the decrease

in Mm (or in the number n of propagating modes) and

change in the waveform of the signal can be due to an

increase of the azimuth u relative to the wind

velocity direction u = 0. On the right in Fig. 2 are

shown corresponding normalized modes pn

Pm

r
R0

of dif-

ferent orders n = 0, 1, 2,…, whose interference

shapes the given signal. It is important to note that the

wave forms of the signal with the same central fre-

quency fm = 32 Hz in Fig. 2b are the same for the

I. Chunchuzov et al. Pure Appl. Geophys.
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Figure 2
Initial signal near point source at r = R0 (top) with the frequency xm ¼ s�1

0 corresponding to the maximum of its frequency spectrum, and

evolution of signal waveform in the Epstein layer above the rigid boundary at a distance r = 4 km from the source (z0 ¼ z ¼ 0), while the

effective waveguide thickness Mm decreases from 15.78 to 3.95 (on the left). On the right, corresponding normalized normal waves pn

Pm

r
R0

of

different orders n = 0, 1, 2, …, whose interference shapes the given signal. a Mm = 15.78, (u ¼ 0,fm ¼ 1=ð2ps0Þ � 32 Hz. e0 ¼ 0:05,

h = 60 m, c0 = 340 m/s); b Mm = 7.89, (fm = 32 Hz, e0 ¼ 0:05, h = 30 m, c0 = 340 m/s) or (fm = 32 Hz, e0 ¼ 0:0125, h = 60 m,

c0 = 340 m/s); c) Mm = 3.95, (u ¼ 0,fm = 32 Hz, e0 ¼ 0:05, h = 15 m, c0 = 340 m/s)
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Epstein layer (1)–(3) with different two sets of

parameters: e0 ¼ 0:05, h = 30 m and e0 ¼ 0:0125,

h = 60 m, but for the same effective thickness

Mm = 7.89.

3. ‘‘Shallow’’ Wave Guide (Mm \\ 1)

When the effective thickness of the wave guide

becomes small,Mm << 1, there is only one funda-

mental normal wave with n = 0 that propagates in the

wave guide. In this case the modal wave number has

a slightly nonlinear (cubic) dependence on frequency

(* x3)

n0ðxÞ � x=c1ð1þ a � x2Þ; a � e20h2

2c21
: ð14Þ

It was shown by Chunchuzov (1986) that in such a

‘‘shallow’’ wave guide the evolution of the pulse

wave form with increasing distance r from the point

source is described by Korteweg-de Vries (KdV)

equation (Karpman 1974):

oU

or
� ep0

0

qc31

r
1=2
0

r1=2
U
oU

os
� a

1

o3U

os3
¼ 0; ð15Þ

where U ¼ p0

p0
0

ð r
r0

qð0Þ
q Þ1=2, p0

0 is acoustic pressure

amplitude at a horizontal distance r ¼ r0 * c0s0
from the point source, q is static density of the

atmosphere, e ¼ ðcþ 1Þ=2, c ¼ cp=cv. The Eq. (15)

takes into account both the nonlinearity of propaga-

tion and the cylindrical divergence of the field with

increasing distance r from the source (Ko and Kuehl

1979; Pelinovskii 1982; Pelinovskii et al. 1984;

Dorfman et al. 1981).

When increasing the power of the surface explo-

sions the duration of the generated infrasound signals

increases so that their frequency fm ¼ xm=ð2pÞ cor-

responding to the maximum of the spectrum

decreases [see, for example, the spectrum described

by Eq. (9)]. The evolution of the form of the pulse

specified at a distance of 1 km from the source

(fm ¼ xm=ð2pÞ = 0.8 Hz) with increasing distance r

is shown in Fig. 3 (Chunchuzov 1986), where the

parameters of the exponential Ceff ðzÞ-profile in the

lower tropospheric layer are:e0 � 1:6 � 10�2,

h = 150 m, c0 = 340 m/s, Mm * 0.5. The

tropospheric arrivals of signals from 20 to 70 t of

TNT surface explosions (Kulichkov 1992) propagat-

ing in tropospheric waveguides often had forms

predicted by the KdV equation (Fig. 3) and consisted

of the so-called Airy wave (the head part of the sig-

nals) and an oscillating tail.

It is interesting to note that the so-called Lamb

mode, recorded at distances of tens of thousands of

kilometers from a nuclear explosion, also has a sim-

ilar shape (Pierce and Posey 1971; Kulichkov 1987).

Actually, such a resemblance in the wave forms of

the predicted tropospheric arrivals from 20 to 70 t of

TNT surface explosions (Fig. 3) and those of Lamb

modes from nuclear explosions (Fig. 4b) is not sur-

prising since the latter is also described by the

solution of KdV equation (Pierce and Posey 1971).

Some difference between the calculated signals in

Figs. 3 and 4b is likely caused by the fact, that they

correspond to different ranges (normalized by the

corresponding dispersion lengths) from the sources,

although they have the same dispersion equation of

the form (14).

Both the Lamb mode and low-order acoustic

mode in the shallow tropospheric wave guide have a

common dispersion relation along with surface waves

Figure 3
Evolution in the pulse form U ¼ p0

p0
0

r
r0

qð0Þ
q

� �1=2

on the ground

surface (z ¼ 0) with increasing distance r from the point source,

where s ¼ t � r=c1, s0 ¼ x�1
m is the characteristic duration

inversely proportional to (circular) frequency of the maximum of

temporal spectrum of initial pulse: 1-an initial pulse specified at

distance r0 = 1 km from the source; 2- signal at dis-

tance * 45 km; and 3- signal at distance 140 km from the source

I. Chunchuzov et al. Pure Appl. Geophys.
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in shallow sea and other wave systems considered by

Karpman. (1974), Zakharov et al. (1980), Pelinovskii

(1982), Pelinovskii et al. (1984). The agreement of

the wave forms predicted theoretically is confirmed

by the comparison of the observed wave forms for the

Lamb mode (Fig. 5, top) generated by nuclear

explosion (10 Megaton TNT at Berkeley California,

October 30 1962) (Pierce and Posey 1971), and tro-

pospheric arrival (Fig. 5, bottom) from the 30 t TNT

surface explosion that was recorded on April 14 1991

at a distance r = 310 km from the source during

destruction of medium-range missiles in Russia

(Kulichkov 1992).

Figure 4
(reproduced from (Pierce and Posey 1971)). Analytical solution of the linearized KdV equation describing wave forms of the Lamb edge

mode. a Initial wave form of the signal close to the source, Tc is a characteristic time for the explosion. b Waveform factor W(divided by

Tc=sD) with time t(relative to characteristic arrival time sa and in units of sD) for three values of the ratio Tc=sD of characteristic source time

Tc to characteristic dispersion time sD

Atmospheric Boundary Layer as a Laboratory for Modeling Infrasound Propagation
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Thus, we found that there is a possibility for

physical modeling the evolution of the wave form

and duration of Lamb mode from nuclear explosion

with increasing distance from the source by experi-

mental studying of the propagation of the signal from

surface explosions of medium power (20–70 t TNT)

in the tropospheric wave guide. Such modeling is of

great practical importance for estimating the power of

nuclear explosion, which is rare event, by measuring

certain changes in duration and amplitude of the

Lamb mode with increasing distance r (Pierce and

Posey 1971).

4. Study of the Propagation of Acoustic Pulses

from Detonation Sources in Stably Stratified

ABL

Contrary to the case of acoustic pulse propagation

in the ‘‘shallow’’ (Mm \\ 1) wave guide (Sect. 3), we

will consider now its propagation in the ‘‘deep’ wave

guides with high effective thickness (Mm [ [ 1). To

study the propagation of acoustic pulses of

stable wave form and duration in the tropospheric

wave guide we used man-made pulsed sources shown

in Fig. 6. In stably stratified ABL we can measure the

vertical profile of wind (by using Doppler sodar) and

temperature (using temperature profiler). This allows

to estimate effective thickness of the wave guide Mm

by approximating real wind and temperature profiles

in the surface atmospheric layer with the analytical

profiles (exponential, Epstein or linear profile) and

study the dependence of the wave form predicted by

Eq. (13) on the normalized distance r
Li
and Mm along

Figure 5
Observed waveforms for the Lamb mode (top, reproduced from

(Pierce and Posey 1971)) generated by nuclear explosion (10

Megaton TNT at Berkeley California, October 30 1962), and

tropospheric arrival from the 30 t TNT surface explosion recorded

on April 14 1991 at a distance r = 310 km during destruction of

medium- range missiles in Russia (bottom)

Figure 6
Detonation generator of acoustic pulses used for probing atmo-

spheric boundary layer near Zvenigorod (a) and anti-hail acoustic

cannon in Talin, Armenia (b)
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different azimuths u relative to the mean wind

direction.

When the effective thickness of the waveguide

becomes large (Mm [ [ 1) along with the number of

modes propagating in the waveguide (n[[ 1), then a

transition from the wave theory to the ray approxi-

mation is possible (Brekhovskikh and Lysanov 2003).

In this approximation, it is also possible to model the

propagation of infrasound waves from explosions in

the stratospheric and thermospheric waveguides by

studying experimentally the propagation of acoustic

pulses generated by detonation generator in a stably

stratified ABL.

The vertical profiles of the effective sound speed

Ceff, and the corresponding ray paths in the atmo-

sphere obtained from rocket sounding data during

conducting a series of surface explosions in Russia

with a power of 20–70 t TNT (October 1990), and the

ray paths for the acoustic pulses from the detonation

generator calculated for the ABL during morning

hours of July 12. 2005, are shown in Fig. 7.

In the direction of wind velocity in the strato-

sphere, a stratospheric waveguide is formed for

infrasound waves from explosions, while in the

opposite direction, where Ceff at stratopause heights

z * 40 km less than at the ground surface, an

acoustic shadow zone is formed for stratospheric

reflections (Fig. 7, left). As for the total internal

reflections of the infrasound waves from the lower

thermosphere (altitudes of 100–130 km), they occur

in any direction from the source.

The propagation of the infrasound signals in the

stratospheric wave guide is well modeled by studying

the propagation of acoustic pulses from the detona-

tion generator in the ABL early in the morning hours

after sunrise (Fig. 7. right). The convection under the

nocturnal temperature inversion in the surface atmo-

spheric layer, that arises after the sunrise, leads to the

decrease of temperature and Ceff with increasing

height z from the ground (z = 0) to z = 100 m, and

then Ceff increases with z from 100 to 200 m within

the elevated inversion layer. Such a Ceff- profile

resembles a Ceff-profile in the stratospheric wave

guide with the ‘‘stratopause’’ at height z * 200 m.

The corresponding ray paths in the ABL from the

detonation source (Fig. 7 right) resemble the refrac-

tion of infrasound in the stratospheric wave guide

Figure 7
The vertical profiles of the effective sound speed Ceff ðzÞ and the corresponding ray paths in the atmosphere (left) obtained in October 20, 1990

from rocket sounding data during conducting a series of surface explosions in Russia with a power of 20–70 t TNT, and the ray paths (right).

in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) calculated for the Ceff ðzÞ-profile obtained on July 11–12, 2005 from Doppler sodar and temperature

profiler measurements near Zvenigorod
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(Fig. 7, left) and the appearance of the zones of

shadow and audibility.

The similarity parameter Mm ¼ 2e1=20 xmh=c0 was

introduced in Sect. 1 for the Epstein profile with one

vertical scale h. For the case of a stratospheric

waveguide with a maximum of Ceff ðzÞ near the stra-

topause (z * 45 to 55 km), exceeding the value of

Ceff ðzÞ near ground surface, the profile of Ceff ðzÞ was
also approximated by the Epstein profile in (Kulich-

kov et al. 1986). With such an approximation, the

minimum of the temperature profile (3) and Ceff ðzÞ
was not at z = 0, as in the case considered in Sect. 2,

but approximately at the height z of the tropopause

(10–15 km), and the point source was located at

z\ 0. In this case, it is easy to estimate the effective

thickness (10) of the stratospheric waveguide for the

signal from explosion with a frequency

xm=2p * 0.6 Hz. Taking the scale h * 20–25 km

(which is approximately � the height of the strato-

pause), and the relative jump

e0 ¼ 2DCeff =Ceff * 0.15 for the profile Ceff ðzÞ
between its minimum at the height of the tropopause,

and its maximum at the height of the stratopause, we

obtain that Mm is in the range 190–230. For such high

values of Mm, we can use the ray approximation and

compare the ray paths in the stratospheric waveguide

in the wind direction (in Fig. 7 left) with the ray paths

calculated for a similar profile Ceff ðzÞ in the ABL

(shown in Fig. 7 right).

The central frequency of the spectra of pulses

from the detonation generator is xm=2p * 60 Hz,

i.e. two orders of value higher than for signals from

the explosion mentioned above. For the Ceff ðzÞ-pro-
file in the ABL the scale h * 100 m, e0 * 0.04,

therefore Mm * 44. Thus, the ray approximation is

also applicable for the ABL with Mm * 44 despite

the fact that this value is 4–5 times lower than that for

the stratospheric waveguide.

The ray trajectories in the ABL in Fig. 7 (right)

resemble those in a stratospheric waveguide in the

prevailing wind direction (Fig. 7 left). Such a

resemblance suggests the possibility of modeling the

propagation of infrasound signals in a stratospheric

waveguide by studying the propagation of signals

from a high-frequency acoustic sources in a small-

scale surface waveguide in the ABL (compared with

the stratospheric waveguide), formed in the periods

of existence of the temperature inversion elevated

above ground. This conclusion directly confirms the

theoretical conclusion of Sect. 2 on the resemblance

of the propagation of acoustic pulses of different

durations in Epstein layers with different scales of h,

but with close values of Mm.

5. Modeling of the Effect of Atmospheric Gravity

Wave Perturbations and Coherent Structures

in the Atmosphere on Long-Range Infrasound

Propagation

In recent decades, the infrasound community of

scientists has realized that the internal gravity waves

(IGWs) and vortex structures existing in stably-

stratified atmospheric layers have a significant effect

on the long-range propagation of infrasound waves.

(Chunchuzov 2004; Drob et al. 2013; Chunchuzov

et al. 2015a, b; Lalande and Waxler 2016; Green

et al. 2018; Waxler and Assink 2019; Millet et al.

2019). The anisotropic perturbations in wind and

temperature fields induced by IGWs and vortex

structures exist in the stratosphere, mesosphere, lower

thermosphere and the stably-stratified ABL. The

characteristic vertical scales of such perturbations

grow with height due to a decrease in density of the

atmosphere (see, for instance, Fritts and Alexander

2003), therefore it is possible to study the effects of

scattering of infrasound from the fine-scale layered

structure of the upper atmosphere by studying the

effect of scattering of high-frequency acoustic pulses

(frequencies more than 30 Hz) from the smaller-scale

layered structures in the stably-stratified ABL (com-

pared with their scales in the upper atmosphere).

Indeed, the vertical profiles of the fine-scale fluctua-

tions of Ceff(z) retrieved in the ABL have had

vertical scales from 1 to 30 m. (Chunchuzov et al.

2017). Such scales are comparable to the character-

istic wavelengths (5–6 m) of acoustic signals

generated by the detonation source. On the other

hand, the growing with height vertical scales of the

fine-scale structures are in the range 100 m–3 km for

the upper stratosphere, whereas infrasound signals

with periods 0.5–1 Hz have characteristic wave-

lengths of a few hundred meters, which are also
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comparable with the vertical scales of fine-scale

structures in the stratosphere.

One of the signals recorded at a distance

r = 2.25 km from the anti-hail acoustic cannon (in

Fig. 6, bottom) is shown in Fig. 8a. This signal is

composed of the arrival propagating in the near-sur-

face waveguide, and the arrivals 1, 2 and 3, detected

at the ‘‘tail’’ of the signal using the correlation anal-

ysis of signals at the triangular antenna of receivers.

The technique for reconstructing the vertical profiles

of the fluctuations of the effective sound speed Ceff

(z) and wind speed from the wave forms and travel

times of the reflected signals from the thin inhomo-

geneous layers in a stably stratified ABL was

proposed in (Chunchuzov et al. 2017). The recon-

structed profiles of the fluctuations of Ceff (z) in these

layers with high vertical resolution (of the order of

1 m) are shown in Fig. 8b.

Figure 8
One of the signals recorded at a distance r = 2.25 km from the pulsed source (anti-hail acoustic cannon) and retrieved vertical profiles of the

fine-scale layered inhomogeneities of Ceff that scatter acoustic pulses in to the shadow zone. The top panel shows the waveguiding arrival, and

the arrivals 1, 2 and 3, detected at the ‘‘tail’’ of the signal by using the correlation analysis of signals at the triangular antenna (a). Vertical

profiles of the fluctuations Ceff (z) retrieved from the wave forms and travel times of the arrivals 1, 2 and 3 (b). Calculation of the signal by the

pseudo-differential parabolic equation (PPE) method for the exponential profile Ceff (z) with the retrieved fluctuations in atmospheric layers 1,

2 and 3 (c)
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The signal calculated by the pseudo-differential

parabolic equation (PPE) method for the exponential

profile Ceff (z) perturbed by the retrieved vertical

fluctuations in the atmospheric layers 1, 2, and 3 is

shown in Fig. 8c. The amplitudes of the scattered

signals 1, 2, and 3 are small compared to the ampli-

tude of the signal that propagates horizontally in the

surface acoustic waveguide (indicated as ‘‘waveg-

uide’’ in Fig. 8c). Nevertheless, the appearance in the

calculated acoustic field of the scattered signals 1, 2,

and 3 is due to the presence of the Ceff (z) fluctua-

tions with large vertical gradients, of the order of

0.1–0.3 (m/s)/m, found at different altitudes of the

ABL.

Similarly, the vertical profiles of the fluctuations

of Ceff (z) were retrieved from the arrivals of the

acoustic signals generated by the detonation source

near Zvenigorod (Fig. 9a) (Chunchuzov et al. 2017).

The average (over measurement period) profile of

Ceff (z) was obtained from the sodar and temperature

profiler data. This profile, being superimposed by the

retrieved fluctuations of Ceff at altitudes of

340–390 m and 560–630 m, is shown in Fig. 9a.

Earlier, a new method of probing of a fine-scale

wind layered structure in the stratosphere, meso-

sphere and lower stratosphere using infrasound from

surface explosions and volcanoes was developed in

(Chunchuzov et al. 2015a, b). With this method the

instant vertical profiles of Ceff -fluctuations (desig-

nated as DCeff) were retrieved up to altitudes of the

lower thermosphere (130 km) at different sites of the

globe and at different time periods.

One of the profiles of DCeff fluctuations in the

stratosphere, retrieved from the signal recorded on

June 2, 2011 in the acoustic shadow zone at a dis-

tance of 322 km from the 30 t TNT surface explosion

near Izhevsk (Russia,), is shown in Fig. 9b (on the

right). The fluctuations are normalized by their

standard deviation, whereas height is normalized by

the characteristic vertical period of the fluctuations

LV found from their vertical wave number spectra

(Chunchuzov et al. 2015b). In the stratospheric layer

between 44 and 54 km the vertical scale LV * 1 km

and std(DCeff) * 3.5 m/s.

For comparison, we also normalized the retrieved

fluctuations DCeff in the stably stratified ABL

between heights of 560 and 640 m (Fig. 9a) by

std(DCeff) = 0.7 m/s, and the height z was normal-

ized by characteristic vertical period LV * 10 m. In

the dimensionless co-ordinates presented here the

amplitudes and characteristic periods of the fluctua-

tions in Fig. 9a, b are close to each other, so one can’t

distinguish of whether the fluctuations of DCeff were

retrieved in the stratosphere or in the ABL. Thus, we

can model the effect of scattering of infrasound from

the fine-scale layered structure of the stratosphere by

studying the scattering of acoustic pulses (radiated by

detonation generators) from the fine-scale layered

structure in stably stratified ABL. Such a modeling in

the ABL is possible only up to a certain extent,

because it does not take into account the growing

with height influence of nonlinear effects on signals

from explosions, which leads to the transformation of

these signals into an N-wave with two shock fronts at

heights of the stratosphere and lower thermosphere

(Green et al. 2018). The detonation generators radiate

signals in the ABL with only one shock front, and the

influence of nonlinear effects on such signals is

manifested only up to distances of 100 m from the

source. The difference in the forms of signals from

the different pulsed sources in the ABL and the upper

atmosphere was taken into account by Chunchuzov

et al (2017) when finding the relation between the

waveform of the scattered signal and the vertical

profile of the fluctuations DCeff in the ABL.

6. Conclusions

The paper shows the possibility for physical

modeling of the long-range propagation of infrasound

signals from explosions of different power in the

atmosphere by studying the propagation of acoustic

pulses from man-made detonation sources in stably

stratified ABL. Analyzing the normal mode solution

for the acoustic field in the Epstein or exponential

atmospheric layers we found that the wave form of

the acoustic signal depends on the effective thickness

of the wave guide Mm and the distance from the point

source normalized to the minimum spatial period of

interference of modes. These parameters in the ABL

were estimated from the Doppler sodar and temper-

ature profiler measurements.
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We also found the resemblance between the

propagation of the infrasound signals from surface

explosions (20–70 t TNT) in the ‘’shallow’’ tropo-

spheric wave guide with Mm \\ 1 and propagation

of Lamb mode from nuclear explosions. In the

opposite case of ‘‘deep’’ wave guide with Mm [[ 1

we also modeled (using ray tracing method) the

propagation of infrasound signals from surface

Figure 9
The vertical profile of the effective sound speed obtained from sodar and temperature profiler data with the retrieved vertical fluctuations Ceff

(z) in the layers 1 and 2 (shown on an enlarged scale), which scattered acoustic pulses to the ground (a). Comparison of the normalized

retrieved fluctuations DCeff (z) in stably stratified ABL (bottom left panel) and in the stratosphere (bottom, right panel)
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explosions in the stratospheric wave guides by

studying the propagation of acoustic pulses in the

ABL during morning hours (after sunrise), when the

convection under the elevated inversion layer shapes

an effective sound speed profile similar to that in the

stratospheric wave guide.

The effect of scattering of acoustic pulses from a

fine-scale layered structures in stably stratified ABL

was studied as well. This effect as shown resembles

the scattering of infrasound signals from gravity wave

perturbations and coherent structures in the upper

atmosphere.
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